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Osmo planner & consumption
calculator
Playful creativity and design with the Osmo Planner:
A specially created, interactive planning programme
has been launched by Osmo!
Within the programme you can use our consumption
calculator to quickly and easily get information on
Osmo product coverage, e.g. for One Coat Only HSPlus.
It’s worth taking a look!
www.osmo.com

Natural raw material
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Naturally with Osmo. Knowledge through
experience.
Natural: Healthy living

Enduring beauty thanks to oils and waxes

Good for both humans and wood: The Sunflower-, Soya-,
Linseed- and Thistle oil, the basis of our wood finishes as well
as the waxes and pigments which Osmo uses are classed as
food safe. Disaromatised white spirit ensures that the finishes
are easy to spread, this allows us to do without so called „Green
solvent“ materials which can cause allergies, e.g. orange oil, as
a general rule we also leave out preservatives.

Wood is a natural material, the cell structure, similar to our skin,
can take on and release moisture, it breathes.

High coverage: Easy savings
Osmo finishes contain an unusally high amount of pigments
and oils and as such they have a much better coverage than
more conventional finishes, they leave a stunning surface finish
after just one or two coats, without the need for a primer or
base coat. The result: With just one tin of Osmo you can
achieve near to double the square meter coverage of an
ordinary finishing system, and in comparison to other paints,
which need primers etc., the time you need to use Osmo is
massively reduced, saving you time and money.
Quick: No need for sanding
Forget about time consuming, tiring sanding, Osmo natural
wood finishes can be easily renovated at any time without
the need for sanding.
It may not even be necessary to re-finish the entire surface
but simply touch up damaged or faded areas – once you
switch to Osmo you will never look back.

To ensure that this exchange is not prevented we have created
finishes especially trimmed to the character of wood. Osmo
natural wood finishes are based on oils and waxes, the oil
penetrates into the wood surface, protecting the wood from
deep within. The waxes form an elastic, micro porous surface
which protect the wood from external influences. The wood
remains naturally beautiful, protected and durable.
Osmo does not supply lacquers, these water-based, film-forming
finishing systems, which cause rough feeling raised wood fibres,
do not allow the wood to breath and are prone to cracking and
peeling. Only oils and waxes can give wood what it needs.
Wood and colour from a single source
Take advantage of our experience. The history of Osmo began
as a saw mill around 100 years ago, the owners of the company
were annoyed with cracking and peeling lacquers even back then
in the 1960‘s. Their strive and ambition to create a better finishing
system provided the foundations for extensive research and
development, this then led to the opening of the Osmo Colour
facility. Nowadays Osmo is one of the leading manufacturers and
suppliers of high quality interior and exterior wooden products.
Additionally, Osmo is the only manufacturer which completes
it‘s product range with surface finishes that are developed and
produced in-house.
Osmo natural wood finishes – You will notice the difference.
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Product finder
Colour & protection for the interior
Floors

Polyx®-Oil
Natural protection
for flooring
(page 10)

Polyx®-Oil
2 coats in one day
(page 11)

Wood Wax Finish
Clear Extra Thin
Clear base coat
(page 14)

Polyx®-Oil
For stained floors
(page 12-13)

Furniture, walls
and ceilings

Wood Protector
Clear wax impregnation for interior
wood
(page 15)

Wood Wax Finish
Transparent
Pigmented finishes
for interior wood
(page 18-19)

Wood Wax Finish
Creativ
Transparent & Opaque for
interior wood
(page 20-21)

TopOil
Natural protection for
wooden furniture and
worktops
(page 16-17)

Care and maintenance

Wash and Care
Dilutable concentrated
wood surface cleaner
(page 23)
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Liquid Wax Cleaner/Spray
Cleaning & Maintenance for
wooden surfaces (page 23)

Opti-Set
Cleaning made easy
(page 22)

Colour & protection for the exterior
Cladding Summer houses

WR Base Coat*
Clear primer against
decay, blue stain
& insect attack
(page 40)

UV-ProtectionOil
Clear finish for
exterior use
(page 26-27)

WR Base Coat*
Clear primer against
decay, blue stain
& insect attack
(page 40)

UV-ProtectionOil
Clear finish for
exterior use
(page 26-27)

Natural Oil
Woodstain
Transparent
stain with
biocides
(page 30-33)

One Coat Only
Transparent
stain especially
high oil content
(page 28-29)

Country Colour
Opaque finish
for exterior use
(page 36-37)

Opaque Gloss
Wood Stain
White opaque
window & doorfinish (page 37)

Screens / Fences

Natural Oil
Woodstain
Transparent stain
with biocides
(page 30-33)

One Coat Only
Transparent stain
especially high
oil content
(page 28-29)

Country Colour
Opaque finish for
exterior use (page
36-37)

Deckings

Terrace Oils
Protection & maintenance for
garden furniture and deckings
(page 34-35)

Anti-Slip Decking Oil
Increased slip resistance
for decking woods
(page 35)

Terrace Oils
Protection & maintenance for
garden furniture and deckings
(page 34-35)

Garden Furniture
Maintenance Kit
To remove signs of
greying and oils from
garden furniture
(page 39)

Wood Reviver Power-Gel
Cleaning and refreshing wood
which has been subject to greying
(page 38)

Gard Clean*
Green growth remover
(page 41)

Natural Oil Woodstain
Transparent stain with
biocides
(page 30-33)

Garden furniture

Teak-Oil Spray
Protection for
garden furniture
and deckings
(page 39)

UV-Protection-Oil
Clear finish for
exterior use
(page 26-27)

Maintenance

*Use biocides safely! Always read the label and product information before use.
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Colour & protection for the interior

Wood must
be allowed
to breathe
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You compare

Traditional oil-based
finishing system

Lacquers and
water-based
finishing system

oil-/wax-based
finishing systems

>> Protects the wood from
within
>> Does not form a film
>> Does not form a protecting
surface

>> Protects the wood from
outside
>> Is film-forming
>> Generates a thick layer

>> Protects the wood from
in- and outside
>> Does not form a film
>> Forms a protecting,
microporous surface

Advantages
of oil-based finishes

Advantages
of lacquers and
water-based finishes

Advantages
Osmo – oil and wax
based finishes

>> The finish forms a film/layer
on the top of the wood surface
>> Good resistance against liquids
>> Protects from abrasion
>> Easy maintenance

>> The finish both penetrates
into the wood and lays on
the surface
>> “Firing” of the wood
>> Can be easily partially
renovated
>> Does not crack, flake,
peel or blister
>> Great fluid resistance
>> Easy maintenance

>> Penetrate into the wood
>> “Firing“ of the wood
>> Can simply and partially
be renovated
>> Do not crack, flake, peel
or blister

>> Disadvantages
of oil-based finishes
>> Deficient resistance
against liquids
>> Very time-consuming
maintenance

Ugly water marks can quickly appear due to
insufficient resistance against liquids.

>> Disadvantages
of water-based finishes
>> For renovation the whole
area needs to be sanded
>> The surface cannot be
renovated partially
>> The finish does crack, flake,
peel and blister

To renovate a floor, the laquered surface must
first be sanded down.

One system,
all the
advantages

Perfect optic, easy renovation, great fluid
resistance.
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Colour & protection for the interior

Note: You can download our catalogue
“Top quality treatment for wooden floors”
from: www.osmo.com

Polyx®-Oil Original
Perfectly trimmed for wooden floors – an easy to clean
and aesthetic surface!
>> Clear, matt (3062), satin-matt (3032) or semi-matt (3065),
for interior use
>> Especially recommended for solid and plankwood flooring,
blockstrip, OSB and cork floors
>> Polyx®-Oil - the original Hardwax-Oil retains the natural
character of wood whilst increasing the durability, it is
water and dirt-resistant and extremely hardwearing
>> Number of coats: 2 coats on raw wood. For renovation,
1 coat applied to a clean and dry surface – no sanding
necessary!
>> Available in 0.375, 0.75, 2.50, 10 and 25 litre drums
>> 1 litre covers approx. 24 m² with 1 coat
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New

Polyx®-Oils

Our Polyx®-Oils are easy to apply – e.g.
by using the Osmo Floor Brush. More
information can be found on page 43.

Polyx®-Oil Rapid
The quick drying version of the renowned floor finish
– for 2 coats in just one day!
>> Clear, matt (3262) or satin-matt (3232), for interior use
>> Especially recommended for solid and plankwood flooring,
blockstrip, OSB and cork flooring
>> Polyx®-Oil Rapid retains the natural character of wood whilst
increasing the durability, it is water- and dirt-resistant and
extremely hardwearing
>> Number of coats: 2 coats on raw wood. For renovation, apply
1 thin coat to a clean and dry surface – no sanding required!
>> Available in 0.375, 0.75, 2.50, 10 and 25 litre drums
>> 1 litre covers approx. 24 m² with 1 coat
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Colour & protection for the interior

Even colour tone for
a harmonious finish

3040 White on Oak

3071 Honey on Oak

Note: The above colour shades are a true likeness of the original,
however, some variation may occur due to catalogue printing
processes. It is advisable to test colours on a small sample, as
some colours may appear differently on other wood species.
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3072 Amber on Oak

3073 Terra on Oak

Polyx®-Oils

Polyx®-Oil Tints
All the renowned properties of Polyx®-Oil – tinted for
individual creativity
>> Transparent, satin-matt, for interior use
>> Especially recommended for wood and cork
flooring as well as furniture and edge glued panels
>> Polyx®-Oil Tints are water-repellent, dirt-resistant and
durable. The surface is pleasant to the touch, has an
even and harmonic optic and is based on natural,
renewable raw vegetable materials
>> Number of coats: For a transparent optic, apply thinly
along the wood grain and brush out thoroughly.
A maximum of two coats can be applied to raw surfaces,
only 1 coat for wooden flooring. After drying apply a final
coat of one of the Osmo clear Polyx®-Oils.
>> Polyx®-Oil Tints is available in 0.75, 2.50, 10 and 25 litre
drums
>> 1 liter covers approx. 30 m² with 1 coat

3091 Silver on Oak smoked

3092 Gold on Oak smoked

3074 Graphite on Oak

3075 Black on Oak

>>>	Product recommendations
for the optimal maintenance
of flooring. Pages 22 – 23
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Colour & protection for the interior

Especially for exotic
wood species

Wood Wax Finish Clear Extra Thin
Especially for exotic wood species – can be brushed,
clothed, dipped or sprayed!
>> Clear, satin-matt for interior use
>> Especially recommended for exotic woods such
as Merbau, Wenge, Jatoba etc.
>> Particularly deep-penetrating, retains the natural
character of the wood. The surface is fully protected,
becomes water resistant and will be able to breathe
>> Number of coats: 2 coats on raw wood. For renovation,
apply 1 coat to a clean and dry surface – no sanding required!
>> Available in 0.75 and 2.50 litre drums – for professionals
also in 25 litre drums
>> 1 litre covers approx. 24 m2 with 1 coat
>> Hint: Please de-grease tropical wood species before
finishing.
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1101 Clear
e.g. on merbau and jatoba

Wood Wax Finish Clear Extra Thin/Wood Protector

Especially for wood
in moist environments

Wood Protector
Clear, non biocidal, wax impregnation – perfect for
use in moist rooms!
>> Clear, for interior and exterior use
>> Especially recommended for rooms prone to
dampness such as bathrooms and kitchens
as well as outdoor sandpits and play equipment
>> Extremely water-repellent, contains no organic biocides
>> Number of coats: 1 coat is sufficient, a top coat from
the Osmo product range must follow within 1 week of
application
>> Available in 0.75 and 2.50 litre drums – for professionals
also available in 25 litre drums
>> 1 litre covers approx. 8.4 m² with 1 coat

Impregnation – increased
water resistancy.

A final treatment with either
Osmo Polyx®-Oil (the original
Hardwax-Oil) or Osmo Wood
Wax Finishes is most certainly
required.
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Colour & protection for the interior

Ideal for kitchen
surfaces and
furniture

TopOil
Oil and wax mixture – created especially for use on wooden
furniture and (kitchen) work tops!
>> Clear, natural or in acacia, matt, for interior use
>> The wooden surface retains its natural matt finish
and becomes resistant to common household stains
and cleaning materials. It is water-repellent and nonabrasive and does not crack, flake, peel or blister.
>> Number of coats: 2 coats on raw wood.
For renovation, apply 1 coat to a clean and dry surface
>> Available in 0.5 litre cans
>> 1 litre covers approx. 24 m2 with 1 coat

Food safe
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TopOil

New
3058 Clear

New

3068 Natural

3061 Acacia

Invisible protection

Oils, such as the 3058 clear TopOil, accentuate the natural colour and grain of wood
(permanent wet look). The new 3068 TopOil Natural counters this exaggeration of the
woods’ colour, leaving the surface looking as near to natural as possible.
The finish is close to invisible to the eye and retains as much of the woods’ natural
colour as possible.
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Colour & protection for the interior

Satin Finish – for
furniture and
children’s toys

Wood Wax Finish Transparent
Professional surface finish – the perfect allrounder
for all interior woods!
>> Transparent, satin finish for the interior
>> Especially recommended for furniture and
childrens’ toys as well as interior panelling
and flooring
>> Durable, water-repellent and dirt-resistant,
resistant to common household substances
>> Number of coats: 1 x for low colour intensity,
2 x for a stronger colour intensity
>> Available in 0.125, 0.375, 0.75 und 2.50 litre drums
– for professionals also available in 25 litre drums
>> 1 litre covers approx. 24 m2 with one coat
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Wood Wax Finish Transparent

3101 Clear on Spruce

3111 White on Spruce

3123 Pine on Spruce

3127 Savanna on Spruce

3128 Beech on Spruce

3136 Birch on Spruce

3137 Cherry on Spruce

3138 Mahogany on Spruce

3143 Cognac on Spruce

3151 Dove Blue on Spruce

3161 Ebony on Spruce

3164 Oak on Spruce

Note: The above colour shades are a true likeness of the original,
however, some variation may occur due to catalogue printing
processes. It is advisable to test colours on a small sample, as
some colours may appear differently on other wood species.

3166 Walnut on Spruce

3168 Oak antique on Spruce

The wood grain is still noticeable:
Dresser finished with Osmo Wood
Wax Finish Transparent 3111 White

>>>	How does the colour look
installed? Try it out with the
“Osmo-planner”: www.osmo.com
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Colour & protection for the interior

Diversity
in a can

Wood Wax Finish Creativ
Transparent or opaque – modern pastel shades for
all areas of your home!
>> Transparent to opaque and matt to light satin
depending on the number of coats
>> Especially recommended for furniture and childrens’
toys as well as walls, ceilings, doors, mouldings and
edgeglued panels
>> Wood Wax Finish Creativ is water-repellent,
dirt-resistant, easy to clean and resistant to stains
>> Number of coats: 1 coat for a matt, transparent finish,
2 coats for a light satin, opaque finish
>> A vailable in 0.125, 0.375, 0.75 and 2.50 litre drums
>> 1 litre covers approx. 20 m2 with 1 coat and
12 m2 with 2 coats
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1 coat

2 coats

Wood Wax Finish Creativ

*

**

*

**

*

**

*

**

*

**

*

**

*

**

*

**

3172 Silk
transparent/opaque

3177 Bamboo
transparent/opaque

3181 Pebble
transparent/opaque

3173 Fjord
transparent/opaque

3182 Sand
transparent/opaque

3169 Black
transparent/opaque

3183 Coral
transparent/opaque

3188 Snow
transparent/opaque

* 1 coat
** 2 coats
Note: The above colour shades are a true likeness of the original,
however, some variation may occur due to catalogue printing
processes. It is advisable to test colours on a small sample, as
some colours may appear differently on other wood species.

>>>	How does the colour look
installed? Try it out with the
“Osmo-planner”: www.osmo.com
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Colour & protection for the interior

Opti-Set
For all smooth timber, vinyl, tiled and natural
stone floors
The Set contains:
1. Mop with Telescopic handle
For a back-preserving length adjustment
2. Dust-Mop
Easy to use, for picking up dust on all
wooden floors
3. Micro-Mop Plus
For damp mopping the floor with Osmo
Wash and Care
4. Active Fibre Cloth
For simple application of Osmo Liquid Wax
Cleaner on all oiled/waxed wooden floors

2.

1.
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3.

4.

Wood maintenance in three easy steps

New
Keep your flooring looking great for generations
1. Regular damp mopping

2. Occasional intensive
cleaning and refreshing

3. Maintenance and protective
surface renewal

	Especially effective in the removal
of fruit juices, milk, cola, beer, wine,
coffee and other day to day stains!

	Specially effective for the removal of
fat, shoe polish, shoe marks, ink and
other hard to remove stains!

	
Thus, preserves the quality of the
floor for decades!

Wash and Care

Liquid Wax Cleaner

Natural cleaning and maintenance
concentrate for floors – for regular
cleaning and care

Cleaning and refreshing in one – the
specially made maintenance product
for oiled and waxed floors!

>> Especially recommended for Osmo
finished floors, can also be used on
laquered floors, laminate floors, tiles
and PVC
>> Refreshes without leaching the
surface
>> Use: simply mix with water and
damp mop the floor
>> Available in 1.0, 5.0 and 25 litre
drums

>> Clear or white transparent, for floors
>> Especially recommended for the
cleaning and maintenance of oiled
and waxed floors, furniture and other
wooden surfaces
>> Both cleans and regenerates the
wood, as well as providing necessary
waxes without building a film layer
>> Use: Apply the Liquid Wax Cleaner to
the floor (approx. 1 cap full per m²),
spread and polish using the Osmo
active fibre cloth (see Opti-Set)
>> 1 litre covers approx. 80 -100 m²

Polyx®-Oil
>> To retain the original surface
properties over years, worn areas
of the floor need to be renewed.
>> After thorough cleaning, either using
the Osmo Floor brush (manually) or
the Osmo FloorXcenter, simply apply
a very thin coat of Osmo Polyx®-Oil.

Floor maintenance kit
Complete set for the care and maintenance of floors
treated with Osmo Polyx®-Oil
Cleaning, maintenance and refreshing in one set:
>> 1 litre Wash and Care Cleaning Concentrate
>> 0.4 litre Liquid Wax Cleaner Spray
>> 3 cloths and maintenance instruction
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Colour & protection for the exterior

My house,
my colour

24

You compare

Water, acrylate-based
finishing system

Oil-based finishing system

>> Physical drying
>> Protects the wood from
outside
>> Forms an acrylic film
on the wood surface

>> Protects the wood from
inside and out
>> Penetrates deeply into,
and bind with the wood
>> Does not form a surface film
>> Creates a protective,
open-pored surface

Advantages
of water-based finishes

Advantages
of Oil-based finishes

>> Quick drying
>> Solvent (VOC) free
(VOC = volatile organic
compound)
>> Good durability

>> The oil penetrates into, and binds
especially well with the wood
>> Moisture resistance
>> Can be renovated without the
need for sanding
>> Do not crack, flake, peel or blister
>> High coverage thanks to high
solid content (costs less per m2)
>> Can be applied in both low and
high temperatures
>> Lower risk of natural ingredients
bleeding through knots
>> Long product shelf life

Disadvantages
of water-based finishes
>> Renovation is only possible after
sanding the surface
>> Low coverage due to the high
water content (costs more
per m²)
>> Visible brush marks etc.,
especially with warmer
temperatures
>> Re-coating increases the risk
of flaking and blistering
>> Short product shelf life
>> Risk of natural ingredients
bleeding through knots in
softwood
>> Biocides are used as product
preservatives

One system,
all the
advantages
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Colour & protection for the exterior

photo: Schwörer Haus KG

Preserves the
natural colour
tone

UVPROTECTED

12

TESTED ACCORDING
TO EN 927-6

> Natural wood, and wood treated with normal oil finishes,
without UV-protection will begin to grey quite rapidly.
> Until now the only effective protection against the effects
of UV on exterior wood have been pigmented finishes
that have covered the original colour of the wood.
> Film forming, thick, clear finishes can offer limited
UV-protection. Unfortunately such finishes are prone
to cracking and blistering.
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> The Osmo UV-Protection-Oil contains special, clear ingredients which do not allow UV-rays to hit the wood surface.
> The UV-protection factor 12 effectively prevents the greying
process without covering the natural beauty of a wood‘s
natural colour and character.
> As per the Osmo product philosophy, the UV-Protection-Oil
is microporous and does not crack, flake, peel or blister.

UV-Protection-Oil

UV-Protection-Oil & UV-Protection-Oil Extra
Optimal protection from the sun – the first clear oil-based
UV-protection for exterior use!
>> Clear, satin-matt, for exterior use
>> Especially recommended for timber cladding, roof
overhangs, balcony elements, garden furniture, windows
and doors...
>> When used as a top coat after staining wood, Osmo UVProtection-Oil prolongs the renovation time significantly,
when used as a stand-alone finish it blocks the greying
process by UV-Protection factor 12 in comparison to
untreated wood
>> Number of coats: 2 coats on raw wood. For renovation,
apply 1 coat to a clean and dry surface – no sanding
required!
>> Available in 0.75 and 2.50 litre drums, for professionals
also available in 25 litre drums
>> 1 litre covers approx. 20 m2 with one coat

Extra
>>>	
UV-Protection-Oil: The surface
is protected against mould,
algae and fungal attack

photo: Architect Daniel Kraft
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Colour & protection for the exterior

Quicker, higher
coverage, comparably
lower consumption

One Coat Only HSPlus

Safe for humans,
animals and plants
liv

a
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rd
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High oil content to double the normal coverage
– saving time and money!
>> Transparent, satin-matt and microporous wood
finish for exterior and interior use
>> Especially recommended for exterior timber cladding,
balcony, roof overhangs, garden houses, screens
and fences...
>> Osmo One Coat Only HSPlus does not crack, flake,
peel or blister, is durable, weather- and UV-resistant,
controls moisture and reduces swelling and shrinkage
>> Number of coats: 1 coat
>> Available in 0.375, 0.75 and 2.50 litre drums
– for professionals also available in 25 litre drums
>> 1 litre covers approx. 26 m2
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One Coat Only HSPlus

9211 White Spruce* on Spruce

9212 Silver Poplar on Spruce

9221 Pine on Spruce

9222 Natural Spruce *
on Spruce

9241 Oak on Spruce

9233 Hemlock* on Spruce

9235 Red Cedar on Spruce

9232 Mahogany on Spruce

9261 Walnut on Spruce

9234 Scand. Red on Spruce

9271 Ebony on Spruce

9252 Patina on Spruce

9262 Teak on Spruce

9242 Fir Green on Spruce

9264 Rosewood on Spruce

9236 Larch on Spruce

Note: The above colour shades are a true likeness of the original,
however, some variation may occur due to catalogue printing processes.
It is advisable to test colours on a small sample, as some colours may
appear differently on other wood species.

* Light, transparent colours only offer minimal UV-protection and are
therefore not recommended for surfaces that are to be subjected to
strong sunlight.

>>>	How much finish do I need? Consumption calculator – “OsmoPlanner” on www.osmo.com
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Colour & protection for the exterior

Surface is protected
against mould, algae
and fungal attack

Natural Oil Woodstain
Base and top coat in one – oil-based, innovative wood protection!
>> Transparent, satin-matt, for exterior use
>> Especially recommended for timber cladding, carports, balcony,
screens, fences, wooden deckings...
>> Natural Oil Woodstain is base and top coat in one. It is very water-,
weathering- and UV-resistant. The breathable surface contains
active ingredients to protect the wood against mould, algae and
fungal attack
>> Number of coats: 2 coats on raw wood. For renovation, apply
1 coat on a clean and dry surface – no sanding required!
>> Available in 0.75 and 2.50 litre drums – for professionals also
available in 25 litre drums
>> 1 litre covers approx. 26 m2 with 1 coat
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Natural Oil Woodstain

700 Pine on Spruce

702 Larch on Spruce

703 Mahogany on Spruce

706 Oak on Spruce

707 Walnut on Spruce

708 Teak on Spruce

1415 Gard Green on Spruce

704 Chestnut on Spruce

712 Ebony on Spruce

727 Rosewood on Spruce

728 Red Cedar on Spruce

729 Fir Green on Spruce

900 White on Spruce
(unsuitable for wooden
deckings)

903 Basalt Grey on Spruce

710 Stone pine on Spruce

905 Patina on Spruce

Note: The above colour shades are a true likeness of the original,
however, some variation may occur due to catalogue printing processes.
It is advisable to test colours on a small sample, as some colours may
appear differently on other wood species.

New Osmo Natural Oil Woodstain

is now also available in a wide
range of RAL- and NCS-colour
tones! More information can
be found on page 44.
31

A more brilliant
cladding

32

Photo: Hanse Haus

Colour & protection for the exterior

Natural Oil Woodstain

Natural Oil Woodstain Effect
Meeting modern architectural demands, available in
four attractive silver-metallic tones!
>> Transparent, satin-matt, for exterior use
>> Especially recommended for timber cladding,
carports, balconies, screens and fences...
>> Natural Oil Woodstain Effect is a base and top
coat in one. It is very water-, weathering- and
UV-resistant. The breathable surface also contains
active ingredients to protect the wood against mould,
algae and fungal attack
>> Number of coats: 2 coats on raw wood. For renovation,
apply 1 coat to a clean and dry surface – no sanding
required!
>> Available in 0.75 and 2.50 litre drums – for professionals
also available in 25 litre drums
>> 1 litre covers approx. 26 m² with 1 coat

1140 Agate-Silver on Spruce

1141 Quarz-Silver on Spruce

Note: The above colour shades are a true likeness of the original,
however, some variation may occur due to catalogue printing processes.
It is advisable to test colours on a small sample, as some colours may
appear differently on other wood species.

1142 Graphite-Silver on Spruce

1143 Onyx-Silver on Spruce

>>>	Great effect on wooden
cladding, carports,
balconies, fences, screens ...
33

Colour & protection for the exterior

>>>	Larger choice of
colours for your
decking. Page 31.
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Decking-Oils

Decking-Oils
>> Number of coats: 2 coats on raw wood, for renovation
apply 1 coat to a clean and dry surface – no sanding
required!
>> Available in 0.75 and 2.50 litre drums – for professionals
also available in 25 litre drums
>> 1 litre covers approx. 24 m² with 1 coat

Designed and produced to meet the individual demands
of exotic wood species
>> Clear or transparent, satin-matt, for exterior use
>> Especially recommended for garden furniture and
wooden decking
>> Smoothes the wooden surface and makes it water
and dirt-resistant

006 Bangkirai Oil,
Natural shade

016 Bangkirai Oil,
dark

009 Larch Oil,
Natural shade

013 Garapa Oil,
Natural shade

004 Douglas Fir Oil,
Natural shade

014 Massaranduba
Oil, Natural shade

010 Thermowood
Oil, Natural shade

007 Teak Oil,
ClearClear*
* No UV protection

New

New
Note: The above colour shades are a true likeness of the original,
however, some variation may occur due to catalogue printing
processes. It is advisable to test colours on a small sample, as
some colours may appear different on other wood species.
If a lighter colour tone is required we recommend applying one coat
of a pigmented Decking Oil and a clear top coat of either Anti-Slip
Decking Oil or 007 Decking Oil Teak.

019 Decking-Oil
Grey

Anti-Slip Decking Oil
430 Clear
* No UV protection

020 Decking-Oil
Black

Anti-Slip top coat for the exterior. If a lighter colour tone
is required we recommend using the Anti-Slip Decking
Oil as a top coat (the finish also protects against green
growth). Anti-Slip Decking Oil is not a stand alone finish.
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Colour & protection for the exterior

RE-FINISH
WITHOUT
SANDING

and money
Saves time
TOP PRICE
PER M2

Country Colour
Durable colourful diversity for all weather conditions!
>> Opaque, satin-matt for exterior use
>> Especially recommended for timber cladding,
balcony, windows, garden houses, garden furniture...
>> Osmo Country Colour is extremely weatherproof,
UV-resistant and very durable
>> Number of coats: 2 coats on raw wood. For renovation
apply 1 coat to a clean and dry surface – no sanding
required!
>> Available in 0.75 und 2.50 litre drums – for professionals
also available in 25 litre drums
>> 1 litre covers approx. 26 m2 with 1 coat
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Specially created for
windows and doors: The
Opaque Gloss
Wood Stain
2104 White
from Osmo!

Country Colour · Opaque Gloss Wood Stain

2101 White

2203 Light Ochre

2204 Ivory

2205 Sunflower Yellow

2308 Nordic Red

2310 Cedar/Redwood

2311 Signal Red

2404 Fir Green

2501 Labrador Blue

2506 Royal Blue

2507 Dove Blue

2606 Medium Brown

2607 Dark Brown

2703 Charcoal

2704 Dusk Grey

2708 Pebble Grey

2735 Light Grey

2742 Traffic Grey

Your choice! Osmo Country
Colour is available in many
RAL- and NCS-colour tones!
More information can be
found on page 44.
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Colour & protection for the exterior

Wood Reviver Power Gel
Perfect for refreshing and cleaning greyed wooden surfaces.
>> Special liquid cleaner, for exterior use
>> Especially recommended for wooden decking, timber
cladding and similar surfaces
>> The wood regains its natural character and almost its
original colour. The product is free from odour and
biodegradable
>> Use: Depending on the level of greying, either pure or
thinned with water. Leave for 15 minutes, remove using
a hard bristle brush (deck scrubber) and lots of water.
After thorough drying a coat of one of the Osmo Wood
Oils is recommended
>> Available in 0.5 and 2.5 litre cans with deck scrubber
>> 1 litre covers approx. 10 - 30 m² (depending on level
of greying and soiling)
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Powe r -

G el

>>> 	Wood Reviver for your
wooden decking and
furniture

Wood Reviver · Garden furniture maintenance kit

Garden Furniture Maintenance Kit
Special maintenance kit for finishing teak and
hardwood furniture.
>> Freshens and cleans soiled and weathered
wood, for exterior use
>> Especially recommended for garden furniture

OIL-ADVANTAGES
> Water-resistant, pearling effect
> Does not flake or peel
> Easy to use

Set contains:
>> Wood Reviver Power-Gel – refreshes
and cleans greyed wood
>> Teak Oil Spray – protects, maintains
and improves the appearance of garden
furniture and deckings (water-repellent,
dirt-resistant oil)
>> Buffing fleece
>> Stiff brush
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Colour & protection for the exterior

WR Base Coat
The special preventive wood impregnation against insect
and fungal attack!
>> Clear, for exterior use
>> Especially recommended for wood not in contact with
the ground, windows, shutters, doors pavillions, cladding
and garden furniture
>> Osmo WR Base Coat reduces swelling and shrinkage,
prevents and protects against wood pests such as blue
stain, rot and insect attack and is an ideal primer for oilbased finishes (such as One Coat Only, UV-Protection-Oil,
Country Colour)
>> Number of coats: 1 coat is sufficient, a final top coat
is most definitely required
>> Available in 0.75 and 2.50 litre drums – for professionals
also available in 25 litre drums
>> Application quantity 160-200 ml/m2
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Use biocides safely! Always
read the label and product
information before use.

>>>	Protect your wood
right from the start

WR Base Coat · Gard Clean

After 24 hours...

Gard Clean Green Growth Remover
The Green Growth Remover that really works!
>> Highly effective concentrate, for exterior use
>> For wood (treated or untreated) plastic and varnished
surfaces, stone, concrete, bricks, tiles, glass, garden
furniture...
>> Highly effective: cleans green growth and soiling
thoroughly and quickly, is self-activating and low
in odour. Slows new growth.
>> Use: Depending on the level of infestation or soiling,
pure or diluted 1 -10 parts water (max. dilution).
Apply thinly and evenly, the green growth is normally
gone within 24 hours
>> Available in 1 and 5 litre drums
>> 1 litre covers approx. 30 -100 m2, depending on the
degree of infestation

Use biocides safely! Always read
the label and product information
before use.

>>>	Great for removing
green growth
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1. FloorXcenter
>> Perfect for cleaning, care and maintenance,
refreshing and renovating of oiled surfaces.
2. Opti-Set
>> Dust-Mop, Micro-Mop Plush, Active Fibre Cloth.
>> For easy floor maintenance with Wash and Care
and Liquid Wax Cleaner.
3. Easy Clean
>> Effective hand cleansing.
>> Damp hand cleansing towels
– for when there’s no soap and
water around!
>> Effortlessly removes oil and wax,
as well as bitumen, tar, ink, glue etc.
>> No water required!
4. Paint Remover
>> Ideal for removing old finishes and
varnishes from furniture, doors, window
frames, wood panelling, etc.
>> Environmentally friendly – free from
chlorinated hydrocarbons and aromatic
compounds.
>> Biodegradable complies with OECD Norm
5. Brush Cleaner and Thinner
>> Cleans brushes, quickly and easily.
>> For cleaning of painting utensils after
applying Osmo Wood Finishes or other
solvent based oil or acrylic paints.
>> Can also be used as a thinner for solvent
based paints.
1.

6. Wood Filler
>> Perfect for filling small
cracks and splits.
>> Can be sanded and
stained with all Osmo
paints when fully cured.
>> Available in colours like
white, beech, spruce,
mahogany and oak.
Also available in complete
boxes containing 30 tubes.

2.
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Tools and accessories

7. Roller and Brush Set
>> Suitable for all Osmo finishes on natural,
sawn wood.
>> Ideal for treating larger areas.
>> Contents: roller tray, plastic inlays (3 pcs),
Microfibre Roller (100 mm wide),
roller frame, Natural Bristle Brush (60 mm)
8. Natural Bristle Brush

7.

8.

>> Suitable for all Osmo oil-based colours.
>> Available in 25, 50, 60 and 100 mm.
9. Floor Brush
>> Recommended for applying Osmo Wood Oils
and Wood Wax Finishes, great for finishing
decking or balcony woods.
>> Available in the following widths: 150, 220 and
400 mm.
10. Floor Roller Set

9.

10.

>> Ideal for applying Osmo Polyx®-Oils.
>> Contents: Tray with ridged area, disposable
tray inserts (3 pieces), Microfibre Roller
(250 mm wide), roller frame.
11. Double Blade Scraper
>> 270 mm
>> Suitable for all Polyx®-Oils and
Wood Wax Finishes.
12. Decking Cleaner

11.

>> Intensive cleaning of wooden decks.
>> Intensive cleaning of interior wooden floors.
>> Loosens and removes dirt in one go.

More information on the cleaning and
maintenance of wooden decking and
flooring can be found in the „Decking
and Flooring Cleaner“ catalogue or on
www.osmo.com
12.
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RAL/NCS-Colour tones

In many colours.
Laboratory tested.

Country Colour and Natural Oil Wood Stain
colour tones

New

186 RAL- and 1950 NCS-colour tones
A finish which fulfils all your requirements: our microporous,
oil-based Country Colours and Natural Oil Wood Stains can
be custom made in any of the RAL- or NCS colour tones – on
request also with active ingredients against mould and fungal
attack.

Now available
in RAL- and
NCS-Colour
tones.

Colour Tones are mixed to order in the color lab and are generally
ready within 3 - 5 working days after ordering.
The minimum order amount per colour tone is 1 x 2.5 Litre.
The custom made RAL & NCS colour tones are approximate
tones. Effect-, luminous- and metallic colours are not available.
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As the substrate can
still be seen through
a transparent finish,
the RAL/NCS-colour
tone used may vary
from the original colour
shade.

Original RAL 8028

opaque

transparent

Osmo mixing ideas

Mix your own
colours easily.
Country Colour 2101
White

Country Colour 2101
White

Natural Oil Woodstain
900 White

2101 : 2607
10 : 1

2101 : 2703
10 : 1

900 : 905
10 : 1

2101 : 2607
3:1

2101 : 2703
3:1

900 : 905
3:1

2101 : 2607
1:1

2101 : 2703
1:1

900 : 905
1:1

2101 : 2607
1:3

2101 : 2703
1:3

900 : 905
1:3

2101 : 2607
1 : 10

2101 : 2703
1 : 10

900 : 905
1 : 10

Country Colour 2607
Dark brown

Country Colour 2703
Charcoal

Natural Oil Wodd Stain
905 Patina
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Frequently asked questions

Colour & protection for the interior
■■ Can I stain my wooden floor a different colour?
Yes, Osmo Polyx®-Oil Tints can be applied easily using a firm
brush. The Osmo Wood Wax Finishes should be applied using
a firm brush, then allow it to work in for a few minutes and
then wipe off the excess with a cloth, following the grain of the
wood. Leave the floor to dry overnight, ensuring that there is
good ventilation and then apply one thin coat of Polyx®-Oil to
finish. Osmo also offers the professional Color Oil range for the
mechanical staining of floors.

■■ What happens if I over apply the product when
treating a floor?
If you have applied too much Polyx®-Oil, the drying time will
be extended considerably. If this happens, provide additional
ventilation by opening windows and doors so that the product
can dry naturally by oxidation. If damage occurs to the surface
as a result, repair the surface as described above.

■■ What happens if I under apply the product when
treating a floor?
If you have applied too little of the product, the surface may
■■ What happens if I damage part of my floor?
Unlike many of the traditional lacquers, damaged areas on floors watermark, the wood may dry out or appear dull. In such
treated with our products can be sanded and re-treated with the cases, please apply another thin coat of Osmo Polyx®-Oil.
same products without any visible brushmarks.
■■ Do Osmo products contain harmful
■■ Is there anything special to watch out for when substances?
Osmo products are produced on a base of carefully refined
treating hardwood floors?
plant oils and waxes. The surface is safe for humans, animals
Some hardwoods such as jatoba and merbau are dense and
and plants when dry (suitable for children‘s toys acc. to EN
have a high oil content, which reduces their capacity to absorb
71.3).
other finishes. We recommend treating woods such as these
with Wood Wax Finish Clear Extra Thin or Osmo Polyx®-Oil
2K Pure, which penetrate deeply into the pores of these wood
species.
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Colour & protection for the exterior
■■ How should the wood surface be prepared
before using Osmo Color?
The surface must be clean, dry (moisture content max. 20 %)
and frost-free.
■■ Can I mix Osmo colour-shades with each other?
Yes. The colour shades of the respective product ranges can
be mixed in any ratio. The Osmo Country Colour 2404 (Fir
Green) for instance can be mixed with the Osmo Country
Colour 2703 (Charcoal) to darken the shade.
Hint: Osmo Country Colour and Natural Oil Woodstain can be
delivered upon request in 186 RAL-Classic and 1950 NCS color
shades.
■■ Which wood species to be used for exterior
use should be protected with Osmo WR wood
impregnation?
By using an impregnation such as our WR wood impregnation
the durability of woods such as Spruce / Fir, Pine and Hemlock
can be seriously increased.
■■ Can the Osmo WR Impregnation be used without
any additional finish?
No. The WR Impregnation should not be used as a stand-alone
finish. To achieve UV-protection and to retain the natural beauty
of the wood a final treatment (preferably pigmented for UVprotection) for example with Osmo Country Colour or One Coat
Only within 3 months is most definitely required.
■■ Why does fungal decay occur on exterior
wood finishes and how can I remove it?
The most frequently appearing fungi show a punctual, brownish
but mostly black affection. Moss and algae in contrast appear
as a green film on the finish. These organisms discolour the
wood and can spread over the whole area. This affection is
a result of high humidity and other environmental influences
– particularly in umbrageous areas and near plants and water.
The wood won‘t be destroyed by this discolouring fungus.
The film can easily be removed by using our Osmo Gard Clean
or by using a chloride 5% dilution (for household use; can be
purchased in chemists etc.). To prevent from such affections
a finish containing fungicides or algicides is recommended
(e.g. Osmo‘s Natural Oil Woodstain)

■■ Does a colourless finish with UV-protection
exist for exterior woods?
Yes, the new UV-Protection-Oil contains special clear ingredients which do not allow UV-rays to hit the woods‘ surface,
thus decelerating the greying process and retaining the natural
beauty and character of the wood.
■■ Why does the colour in the tin look different
than after it has been applied?
Depending on the wood species they are applied on, finishes
can appear differently in colour shade. This shade does not
have to match the small sticker on the tin. We recommend
to apply a small sample treatment on a similar piece of wood
before complete application.
■■ How should I treat wooden decking which
contain natural oily wood ingredients?
Exotic wood types (such as Iroko, Massaranduba, Teak, Bangkirai e.g.) and especially wood types with a high resin content
(such as Larch and Douglas Fir) contain ingredients which
make the wood durable and give resistance against fungus,
blueness and insects. When the binding agents of our colours
(natural oils) penetrate into the wood, the natural ingredients
might hinder the penetration and therefore decrease the drying
time and durability of the finis. Therefore, we recommend to let
the wood be weathered for approx. 3-4 months. An impregnation is not necessary due to the wood ingredients.
Our special wood oils are designed to match the natural
colour-shades of the different wood species enhancing their
natural features and giving them a refreshing, natural look and
a smooth surface. When using a transparent finish for your
wooden decking we recommend a final treatment of Osmo‘s
UV Protection-Oil (410) to protect the pigments from abrasion.
Hint: For the treatment of larger areas, Osmo offers a special
Flooring Brush (150 mm) which enables quick and easy
application.
■■ Can I also spray- apply Osmo Country Colour?
Apply Osmo Country Colour thinly on the clean and dry surface
using either a firm brush or the Osmo Roller- and Brush-Set,
specially designed for Osmo products. If you apply the Osmo
Country Colour with a spray gun, we recommend to refinish
the surface with a brush.

■■ Do transparent finishes offer UV-protection?
An effective level of protection can be achieved with a transparent finish on exterior surfaces. Darker pigmented finishes
offer more UV-protection than lighter pigmented finishes.
A top/final coat with the new Osmo UV-Protection-Oil can
dramatically increase the durability of other Osmo finishes.
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Further products
> Flooring
	Creativ-flooring
Multi-plank
	Solid wood flooring
>	Interior wood
Solid wood profiles for
walls and ceilings
>	Edge-glued panels
	Work surfaces, stairs,
furniture, doors & wooden
structures

Osmo Holz und Color
GmbH & Co. KG
> Mouldings
Multi-purpose decorative,
	DIY and constructive mouldings

Affhüppen Esch 12
D-48231 Warendorf

> Garden visions
	Wood enlives the garden

PO Box 110161
D-48203 Warendorf

>	Timber cladding
	Solid wood cladding systems
	Cladding profiles
	Cladding woods

Telephone +49 (0)2581/922-100
Telefax
+49 (0)2581/922-200
www.osmo.com
info@osmo.de
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Your local Osmo dealer:

